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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel low-latency online
beamforming (BF) algorithm, named Modified Parametric Multi-
channel Wiener Filter (Mod-PMWF), for enhancing speech mix-
tures with unknown and varying number of speakers. Although
conventional BFs such as linearly constrained minimum variance
BF (LCMV BF) can enhance a speech mixture, they typically
require such attributes of the speech mixture as the number
of speakers and the acoustic transfer functions (ATFs) from
the speakers to the microphones. When the mixture attributes
are unavailable, estimating them by low-latency processing is
challenging, hindering the application of the BFs to the prob-
lem. In this paper, we overcome this problem by modifying a
conventional Parametric Multichannel Wiener Filter (PMWF).
The proposed Mod-PMWF can adaptively form a directivity
pattern that enhances all the speakers in the mixture without
explicitly estimating these attributes. Our experiments will show
the proposed BF’s effectiveness in interference reduction ratios
and subjective listening tests.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microphone array processing has grown in importance due

to the increasing need for remote communication. Speech

signals captured by microphones often suffer from degradation

caused by background noise and reverberation. Microphone

array processing can improve the quality of speech signals by

reducing noise and reverberation, thus enhancing speech per-

ception and the performance of applications such as automatic

speech recognition (ASR).

Researchers have successfully applied adaptive beamformers

(BFs) [1]–[3] to enhance a single speech signal in the cap-

tured signal by low-latency processing. Typically, they use the

speech’s direction-of-arrival (DOA) to estimate the acoustic

transfer function (ATF) from the speaker to the microphones

(the steering vector) based on a plane-wave assumption and use

the estimated ATF to optimize the BF [3], [4]. A method based

on generalized eigenvalue decomposition (GEV) has been

developed to estimate the ATF accurately in reverberation (i.e.,

multipath environments) using the spatial covariance matrices

(SCMs) of the signals [5], [6]. Then, a Parametric Multichannel

Wiener Filter (PMWF) has been proposed; It allows us to

1This work was supported by a JSPS summer program fellowship (No.
SP21313)

optimize a BF directly from the SCMs without estimating the

ATF [7], [8]. Furthermore, it can flexibly control the speech

distortion and noise reduction tradeoff.

In contrast, enhancing a mixture of speech signals, such as a

conversation, with low-latency beamforming is still challeng-

ing. This is because the mixture may contain an unknown and

varying number of speakers, where their ATFs are unknown

in general, and two or more speakers may talk simultaneously.

In such a scenario, a BF needs to adapt its directivity pattern

quickly and accurately to the unknown and varying number of

speaker locations. If the number of speakers and the ATFs are

given, a Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance (LCMV) BF

can form a directivity pattern that enhances all the speakers in a

mixture [1], [6], [9]–[11]. Similarly, a blind source separation

(BSS) technique, e.g., Independent Vector Extraction (IVE)

[12]–[14], can enhance a mixture by first extracting each

speaker and then remixing them, when the number of speakers

is known. However, the requirements by these methods on

the number of speakers and their ATFs are not acceptable in

the assumed scenario. Alternatively, an Unknown Reference

Multichannel Wiener Filter (UR-MWF) [15] can enhance a

mixture without knowing the number of speakers or the ATFs.

However, our experiments show that it has limited denoising

and dereverberation performance.

To enable low-latency speech mixture enhancement, we

propose to use a modified version of PMWF, referred to

as Mod-PMWF. A Mod-PMWF is defined by replacing the

spatial covariance matrix (SCM) of a single target source in

a conventional PMWF with the SCM of the mixture of the

desired signals. Our mathematical analysis reveals that a Mod-

PMWF has several desirable characteristics for low-latency

speech mixture enhancement:

1) A Mod-PMWF realizes a weighted sum of Minimum-

Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) BFs, each

enhancing each source in the mixture. It adapts the

weights of the MVDR BFs quickly to emphasize sources

with larger powers at each time-frequency (TF) point.

Thus, a Mod-PMWF forms a directivity pattern that

enhances active sources at each TF point in the mixture.

2) We can reliably estimate a Mod-PMWF without knowing
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the number of sources in the mixture using a practical

approximation technique. In addition, similar to a con-

ventional PMWF, we do not need to know the individual

sources’ ATFs for the estimation.

3) A Mod-PMWF has a low computational time complex-

ity, comparable to conventional adaptive BFs such as a

PMWF.

In experiments, we pick up three conventional BFs, GEV-

based MVDR (GEV-MVDR) BF [6], Independent Single Com-

ponent Extraction (ISCE) [13], and UR-MWF as ones that

we think may perform mixture enhancement in certain senses

without knowing the number of sources or their ATFs. We also

pick up Independent Multiple Component Extraction (IMCE)

[12] as one that can perform mixture enhancement with the

prior knowledge of the number of sources. Comparison of

our proposed Mod-PMWF with these conventional BFs using

noisy reverberant speech mixtures confirms that the Mod-

PMWF outperforms the other BFs in terms of interference

reduction ratios and MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference

and Anchor (MUSHRA) subjective listening tests [16].

In the following, we introduce the signal model and present

the conventional PMWF in Sections II and III. Section IV

presents the proposed Mod-PMWF, and Section V describes

other conventional BFs that we think may be used for mixture

enhancement. Sections VI provide the experiment setup and

results. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. SIGNAL MODEL AND ENHANCEMENT GOAL

Suppose N speech signals are captured by M microphones

with reverberation and diffuse noise. Let xm,t,f be the captured

signal at the mth microphone and a TF point (t, f) in the

short-time Fourier transform domain for 1 ≤ t ≤ T and

1 ≤ f ≤ F , where T and F are the numbers of time

frames and frequency bins, and let (·)⊤ denote a non-conjugate

transpose. Then the captured signal at all the microphones,

xt,f = [x1,t,f , . . . , xM,t,f ]
⊤ ∈ C

M , is modeled:

xt,f = dt,f + vt,f , (1)

dt,f =

N
∑

n=1

d
(n)
t,f =

N
∑

n=1

h
(n)
f s

(n)
t,f , (2)

where dt,f ∈ CM is a mixture of speech signals d
(n)
t,f for all n.

We assume that each speech signal, d
(n)
t,f , comprises the direct

signal plus the early reflections of the nth source, and can be

modeled by a product of a time-invariant ATF h
(n)
f ∈ CM and

the nth clean source signal s
(n)
t,f ∈ C. vt,f is the sum of all

other signals, comprising the late reverberation of all sources

and the additive diffuse noise. In this paper, we deal with dt,f

as the desired signal to be obtained and vt,f as the interference

signal to be reduced. In addition, we assume that dt for all n
and vt are mutually uncorrelated.

This paper assumes that both late reverberation and additive

diffuse noise share the same spatial characteristics. We model

their sum collectively as an interference signal vt,f that follows

stationary complex Gaussian distribution with a mean vector

0 and an SCM Φv,f ∈ CM×M :

p (vt,f ) = N (v;0,Φv,f ) where Φv,f = E{vt,fv
H

t,f},
(3)

E{·} is an expectation function, and (·)H is a conjugate

transpose.

Our goal in this paper is to estimate a BF Wt,f ∈ CM×M

at each TF point that keeps the speech mixture dt,f unchanged

while minimizing vt,f . With the BF, we obtain an enhanced

speech mixture, yt,f (≈ dt,f ) ∈ C
M :

yt,f = WH

t,fxt,f . (4)

III. CONVENTIONAL BF FOR SINGLE SOURCE EXTRACTION

This section gives a brief overview of a conventional BF,

PMWF, for single source extraction. It will be modified in

the next section to the Mod-PMWF for mixture enhancement.

Hereafter, we omit the index f in symbols as we apply the

same processing separately in each frequency.

A. PMWF

When the number of sources in the observed signal is one

(i.e., N = 1), a PMWF wm,t ∈ CM [7] that enhances d
(1)
t (=

h(1)s
(1)
t ) in Eq. (2) at the mth microphone is defined as one

that minimizes the interference while constraining the speech

distortion not exceeding an allowable level σ:

wm,t = argmin
w

E{|wHvt|
2} s.t. E{|wHd

(1)
t − d

(1)
m,t|

2} < σ.

Letting Φ
(1)
d,t = E{d

(1)
t (d

(1)
t )H} be the SCM of d

(1)
t at t,

the solution Wt = [w1,t, . . . ,wM,t] at all microphones is

obtained:

Wt =
(

Φ
(1)
d,t + γΦv

)−1

Φ
(1)
d,t. (5)

Here γ (≥ 0) is a weight controlling the tradeoff between the

noise reduction and the speech distortion. This solution is also

known as the Speech Distortion-Weighted MWF (SDW-MWF)

[17]. Then, considering that Φ
(1)
d,t in Eq. (5) is rank-1 because

it can be rewritten as Φ
(1)
d,t = E{|s

(1)
t |

2}h(1)(h(1))H, we obtain

a PMWF [7]:

WPMWF
t =

Φ−1
v

Φ
(1)
d,t

γ + λd,t

where λd,t = tr{Φ−1
v Φ

(1)
d,t}, (6)

and tr{Φ} is a matrix trace. Here, we can use γ as a parameter

that controls the noise reduction level. For example, a PMWF

with γ = 0 becomes an MVDR BF:

WMVDR
t =

Φ−1
v Φ

(1)
d,t

λd,t

. (7)

It has also been shown that a PMWF with γ = 1 becomes a

MWF.

An important advantage of a PMWF is that we can estimate

it without estimating the ATF from the source to the micro-

phones, i.e., h(1), once we obtain Φv and Φ
(1)
d,t. Techniques to

estimate Φv and Φ
(1)
d,t have been proposed using voice activity

detection [7] and TF masks estimated by a neural network [8].



IV. PROPOSED BF FOR MIXTURE ENHANCEMENT

This section presents the modified version of PMWF (Mod-

PMWF) for mixture enhancement. We first present the defi-

nition of the Mod-PMWF, and then analyze its characteristics

focusing on how it can perform mixture enhancement. Then,

we describe its implementation using a practical approximation

technique.

A. Definition of Mod-PMWF

For defining the Mod-PMWF, we replace the SCM of the

target signal of a PMWF, i.e., Φ
(1)
d,t in Eq. (6), with the SCM

of the desired mixture, i.e., Φd,t = E{dtd
H
t }, at each time

frame. The formula of the Mod-PMWF is:

WMod-PMWF
t =

Φ−1
v

Φd,t

γ + λd,t

where λd,t = tr{Φ−1
v

Φd,t}.

(8)

This BF is different from a PMWF in that Φd,t contains

characteristics of not only a single target source but all the

sources included in the mixture.

In the following, we explain how a Mod-PMWF can per-

form mixture enhancement. Then, we present how we can

reliably estimate a Mod-PMWF using an approximation in

Sections IV-B and IV-C.

1) Analysis of Mod-PMWF: Based on the assumption that

d
(n)
t for all n are mutually uncorrelated, the SCM Φd,t can

be expanded:

Φd,t =

N
∑

n=1

Φ
(n)
d,t , (9)

where Φ
(n)
d,t = E{d

(n)
t (d

(n)
t )H} is an unknown SCM of

d
(n)
t . Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (8) followed by a certain

mathematical manipulation yields:

WMod-PMWF
t =

N
∑

n=1

µn,tW
MVDR(n)
t . (10)

where W
MVDR(n)
t is an MVDR BF that enhances the nth

source d
(n)
t by reducing the interference vt. It is defined based

on a PMWF with γ = 0 in Eq. (7) as

W
MVDR(n)
t =

Φ−1
v

Φ
(n)
d,t

λ
(n)
d,t

where λ
(n)
d,t = tr{Φ−1

v
Φ

(n)
d,t}.

(11)

µn,t in Eq. (10) is a time-varying weight defined:

µn,t =
λ
(n)
d,t

γ + λd,t

where λd,t =
N
∑

n=1

λ
(n)
d,t . (12)

According to Eq. (10), a Mod-PMWF is a weighted sum of

the MVDR BFs, each of which is designed to enhance each

source in the mixture. The weights are determined by λ
(n)
d,t ,

which are roughly proportional to the power of d
(n)
t .

In the following, we look into more details of the charac-

teristics of the BF for the cases with γ = 0 and γ > 0.

2) Behavior with γ = 0: When γ = 0, the Mod-PMWF

has the following characteristics.

• The weights sum to one according to Eqs. (12), thus

Eq. (10) becomes a weighted average of the MVDR BFs.

Because all the MVDR BFs reduce vt, their weighted

average, i.e., the Mod-PMWF, should also reduce vt.

• MVDR BFs composing the weighted average cover all

the sources in dt given Φd,t, even without explicitly

specifying the number of sources.

• Each MVDR BF follows the unknown ATF of each source

included in dt. Thus, it can preserve its corresponding

source without distortion.

• As the weights of the BFs are roughly proportional to the

powers of the respective sources, the Mod-PMWF can

quickly adapt the weights to focus on active speakers at

each TF point, i.e., sources with larger powers.

In summary, each MVDR BF composing the Mod-PMWF

preserves each source in the mixture while reducing the

interference. The Mod-PMWF rapidly controls the weights of

the MVDR BFs depending on the change in the relative powers

of the sources. In this sense, the Mod-PMWF with γ = 0 can

achieve mixture enhancement.
3) Behavior with γ > 0: With γ > 0, the Mod-PMWF is

equivalent to multiplying the following factor ηt to the output

of the Mod-PMWF with γ = 0.

ηt =
λd,t

γ + λd,t

. (13)

Based on analogy from the conventional PMWF, we expect

that this factor works as a single channel Wiener filter that can

further reduce the interference remaining in the output of the

Mod-PMWF with γ = 0. Also, we confirmed such a behavior

of the Mod-PMWF with γ > 0 based on our preliminary

experiments. More thorough analysis on this behavior should

be included in future work.

B. Practical approximation for Mod-PMWF

Although accurate estimation of Φd,t is crucial for Mod-

PMWF, it is challenging under general recording conditions.

To avoid this difficulty, this paper proposes to approximate

Φd,t by the SCM of the captured signal Φx,t = E{xtx
H
t },

disregarding Φv in Φx,t, as

Φd,t ≃ Φx,t(= Φd,t +Φv). (14)

Unlike Φd,t, Φx,t can be obtained easily and accurately from

given xt. In addition, this approximation does not significantly

affect the performance of Mod-PMWF, as discussed below.

With this approximation, the Mod-PMWF in Eq. (8) is

rewritten:

W
Approx-Mod-PMWF
t =

Φ−1
v Φx,t

γ + λx,t

where λx,t = tr{Φ−1
v

Φx,t}.

(15)

Similar to Eq. (10), the approximated Mod-PMWF can be

expanded using Φx,t = Φd,t +Φv:

W
Approx-Mod-PMWF
t = µ′

d,tW
Mod-PMWF
t + µ′

v,t

IM

M
, (16)



where IM ∈ RM×M is an identity matrix. µ′
d,t and µ′

v,t are

time-varying weights roughly proportional to the power of dt

and vt, and defined as

µ′
d,t =

γ + λd,t

γ + λd,t + λv

and µ′
v,t =

λv

γ + λd,t + λv

. (17)

where λv = M(= tr{Φ−1
v Φv}).

Equation (16) is a weighted average of the Mod-PMWF

(with no approximation) and a filter that reduces the gain of the

captured signal by a factor of M . We note that WMod-PMWF
t in

Eq. (16) is accurate because it is based on accurate Φd,t, which

is included in Φx,t. This means that using the approximated

Mod-PMWF in Eq. (15) is equivalent to applying an accurate

Mod-PMWF and then adding the captured signal with a

reduced level. Although this approximation slightly reduces

the interference reduction effect of Mod-PMWF, it can pre-

cisely preserve the speech mixture. We use this approximation

thoughout experiments in this paper.

C. Implementation of Mod-PMWF

To estimate a Mod-PMWF with the approximation, we only

need to estimate Φx,t and Φv,t and calculate Eq. (15) at each

TF point. First, according to the convention of low-latency

online adaptive BFs, we can estimate Φx,t by online processing

as the time average of xtx
H

t using a forgetting factor β (0 <
β ≤ 1). It can be recursively updated:

Φx,t = βΦx,t−1 + (1− β)xtx
H

t . (18)

Note that active sources may differ at different time frames,

and sources that are not included in the current frame t may be

included in the past captured signals in Eq. (18). Then, their

influence remains in Φx,t−1. To minimize such influence, it is

desirable to use a small β.

As for Φv,t, Φv,t can be estimated, e.g., from noise signals

recorded separately in advance, or from the captured signal

during speech absent periods. Also, we can use the same

techniques proposed for conventional PMWF [7], [8].

V. CONVENTIONAL BFS THAT MAY BE APPLICABLE TO

MIXTURE ENHANCEMENT

This section describes several conventional BFs that we

think may be used for mixture enhancement in certain senses.

We also give a comparison of the computational time com-

plexity of the BFs with our proposed Mod-PMWF. In the next

section, we will compare the BFs with our proposed Mod-

PMWF by experiments.

A. GEV-MVDR BF

The first conventional BF is a GEV-MVDR BF. We first

present it as a technique for single source enhancement, and

then explain how we can use it for mixture enhancement.

When the number of sources in the observed signal is one

(i.e., N = 1), an ATF at each time frame h(1) for the source

can be estimated based on GEV [6]:

h
(1)
t = Φvut where ut = MaxEig{Φ−1

v
Φx,t}, (19)

where MaxEig{Φ} extracts an eigenvector of Φ corre-

sponding to the maximum eigenvalue. Considering Φ
(1)
d,t =

E{|s
(1)
t |

2}h
(1)
t (h

(1)
t )H in Eq. (7) and substituting Eq. (19) into

Eq. (7), we obtain a GEV-MVDR BF:

WGEV-MVDR
t =

utu
H
t Φv

tr{utu
H
t Φv}

. (20)

For low-latency processing, we can calculate Φx,t in

Eq. (19) using Eq. (18). Then, we can obtain ut in Eq. (20)

in a computationally efficient way using a power method for

calculating MaxEig{·} in Eq. (19) [18], [19]. This iterates the

following update after first setting ut = ut−1 at each time

frame:

ut ← Φ−1
v

Φx,tut/|ut|, (21)

In general, the power method converges very quickly, and only

one iteration was sufficient in our experiments.

1) Application of GEV-MVDR BF to mixture enhancement:

As shown in [20], a GEV-MVDR BF can be viewed also as

a realization of a Maximum Signal-to-Noise Ratio (MaxSNR)

BF [2], [21], [22]. This property allows us to use it for mixture

enhancement. We explain this in the following.

Regardless of whether the captured signal contains a single

source or multiple sources, we can define a MaxSNR BF

wMaxSNR
t ∈ CM as one that maximizes the SNR of the signal,

i.e., the power ratio of the desired signal dt to the noise vt:

wMaxSNR
t = argmax

w

E{|wHdt|
2}

E{|wHvt|2}
, (22)

= argmax
w

E{|wHxt|2}

E{|wHvt|2}
, (23)

where we used E{|wHxt|2} = E{|wHdt|2} + E{|wHvt|2}
to obtain the above second line. The solution to Eq. (23) is

obtained based on GEV as wMaxSNR
t = b∗ut, where b is an

indefinite constant, (·)∗ is a complex conjugate, and ut is from

Eq. (19). Let b ∈ CM be a vector composed of M different

realizations of b and let Wt = utb
H be a matrix realization

of the MaxSNR BF according to b. Then, the MaxSNR BF

with b defined below is identical to the GEV-MVDR BF in

Eq. (20).

WMaxSNR
t = utb

H where b =
Φvut

tr{utu
H
t Φv}

. (24)

The above analysis indicates that a GEV-MVDR BF in

Eq. (20) works as a MaxSNR BF even when the observed

signal contains two or more sources. In other words, the GEV-

MVDR BF may enhance the mixture of speech signals, i.e.,

dt in Eq. (1), in the MaxSNR sense regardless of the number

of sources.

B. Two versions of Independent Component Extraction (ICE):

ISCE and IMCE

Next, we pick up Independent Component Extraction (ICE)

as one that is applicable to mixture enhancement. ICE is a

variation of a popular BSS technique, IVE [12]–[14]. Even



without prior knowledge of ATFs of the sources, both IVE and

ICE can extract a given number (N ≥ 1) of sources based on

an assumption that the sources are mutually independent. We

here adopt ICE because our preliminary experiments showed

the superiority of ICE over IVE for mixture enhancement.

The difference between ICE and IVE is the source models

they use. While IVE’s model specifies the source’s spectral

characteristics over all frequencies, ICE’s model specifies the

characteristics separately at each frequency. We defined the

ICE’s model at each frequency by a complex Gaussian with

a mean of 0 and a time-varying variance. The optimization

algorithm for online ICE can be easily obtained from that of

online IVE [14].

We present two different usages of ICE, ISCE and IMCE,

for mixture enhancement in the following.

1) Application of ISCE to mixture enhancement: When we

set the number of sources to extract as N = 1 for ICE,

we call it Independent Single Component Extraction (ISCE).

This paper uses ISCE for mixture enhancement by utilizing

speech sparseness. With the speech sparseness, we assume

that speakers are not simultaneously active at each TF point.

This assumption is based on the spectral characteristics of

speech and has proven effective for source separation purposes

[23]–[25]. With this assumption, we can simplify the mixture

enhancement task to a single source extraction task at each

TF point. Thus, we may use ISCE for mixture enhancement

by simply applying ISCE to a mixture with quickly adapting

ISCE over time frames.

2) Application of IMCE to mixture enhancement: When we

assume that the number of sources is given (N ≥ 2) and

use ICE to extract all the sources from a mixture, we call

it Independent Multiple Component Extraction (IMCE). By

remixing the extracted sources, we can obtain an enhanced

mixture. Unlike the other methods, this method requires the

prior knowledge of the number of sources. Thus, we use IMCE

just for reference.

C. UR-MWF

We can also use a version of conventional MWF, called UR-

MWF [15], for mixture enhancement. It is defined as a BF

WMWF
t that gives the minimum mean square error (MMSE)

estimate of the desired mixture dt:

WMWF
t = argmin

W

E{‖dt −WHxt‖
2
2}. (25)

Assuming Φx,t = E{dtd
H

t }+Φv, we obtain UR-MWF:

WUR-MWF
t = Φ−1

x,t(Φx,t − Φv). (26)

Based on Eq. (26), UR-MWF can enhance a mixture given

Φx,t and Φv without knowing the number of sources or their

ATFs.

D. Comparison of computational time complexity

Table I shows the computational time complexity of the

BFs and the Mod-PMWF. All the BFs except for IMCE have

the same complexity O(M2). The complexity increases to

O(NM2) for IMCE to extract N sources.

TABLE I: Computational time complexity for adapting and

applying a BF to each TF point. The complexity of Mod-

PMWF, GEV-MVDR, and UR-MWF is estimated assuming

that we recursively update Φv and its inverse, e.g., during the

speech absent periods, as in [19].

Mod-PMWF GEV-MVDR ISCE IMCE UR-MWF

O(M2) O(M2) O(M2) O(NM2) O(M2)

VI. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluated our proposed Mod-PMWF in comparison with

the other conventional BFs using signal level metrics and a

MUSHRA listening test.

A. Dataset

For the evaluation, we prepared a simulated noisy reverber-

ant mixture dataset containing 100 samples of two speakers

from the ATR digital speech database set B [26]. To reverberate

each speaker’s utterance, we used room impulse responses

(RIRs) measured with a cubic array of eight microphones in a

room with a T60 of 380 ms. Each edge of the cubic array was 4

cm, and a microphone was equipped at each vertex of the array.

We used 5 out of 8 microphones in the experiments. The two

speakers were located 1 m from the array on opposite sides.

We then mixed two speech signals starting simultaneously with

babble noise recorded by the same array in the same room. We

created two versions of the dataset by setting the Reverberant

speech Mixture to Noise Ratio (RMNR) to 20 dB and 10 dB.

The sampling frequency was set at 16 kHz.

B. Analysis condition

Throughout the experiments, we set γ = 0 for Mod-

PMWF to evaluate its MVDR behavior in this paper. The

forgetting factor β for updating Φx,t in Eq. (18) decides how

fast the algorithm adapts to the change in the signals’ spatial

characteristics. We chose β = 0.99 for UR-MWF, 0.96 for

ISCE and IMCE, and 0.85 for Mod-PMWF and GEV-MVDR

based on our preliminary experiments. We set the window

length and shift at 20 ms and 5 ms.

In Sections VI-C and VI-D, we assume that the interference

SCMs Φv can be estimated in advance. In concrete, we

estimated them from a part of the measured babble noise not

used for generating the mixtures. Then, we evaluated Mod-

PMWF with no prior knowledge of Φv in Section VI-E, where

we estimated Φv by online processing from observed signals

[19] using estimated speech presence probability [27].

C. Evaluation results using Signal Level Metrics

We defined two signal level metrics for the evaluation [28],

[29]: Segmental Desired to Interference Ratio (SegDIR) and

Segmental Desired to Distortion Ratio (SegDDR). SegDIR

was used for measuring the degree of interference reduction.

SegDDR was used for measuring the degree of signal distortion

introduced to the enhanced speech. Let dm(i) and vm(i) be the

ith samples of the desired mixture and interference signal in
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Fig. 1: SegDIR improvements and SegDDRs averaged over

100 samples. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Mod-

MPDR, Gev-MVDR, and UR-MWF used interference SCMs

separately estimated in advance.

the time domain at the mth microphone, and d̂m(i) and v̂m(i)
be samples obtained by applying a BF to dm(i) and vm(i). To

determine the desired signal dm(i), we set the duration of the

early reflections at 50 ms. Then, the metrics are defined as:

SegDIR =
10

|A|

∑

τ∈A

log10

∑M
m=1

∑τδ+δ
i=τδ+1 |d̂m(i)|2

∑M

m=1

∑τδ+δ

i=τδ+1 |v̂m(i)|2
,

SegDDR =
10

|A|

∑

τ∈A

log10

∑M

m=1

∑τδ+δ

i=τδ+1 |dm(i)|2
∑M

m=1

∑τδ+δ

i=τδ+1 |d̂m(i)− dm(i)|2
,

where δ = 800 samples (= 50 ms) is the segment length, τ
is a segment index, A is a set of segments where at least one

speech signal is active, and |A| is the number of segments in

A.

Figure 1 shows the evaluation results. In the figure, we show

SegDIR as its relative improvement from the captured signal

and SegDDR as its absolute value.

First, when we compare SegDIRs obtained by the BFs,

the proposed Mod-PMWF was the best of all. In particular,

Mod-PMWF significantly outperformed ISCE, IMCE, and UR-

MWF. Next, when we compare SegDDRs obtained by the

BFs, Mod-PMWF was better than ISCM, and comparable

with GEV-MVDR and IMCE. In contrast, UR-MWF achieved

significantly better SegDDR than all the others, however, its

improvement of SegDIR was minimal.

We can draw the following implications from these results.

1) Although Mod-PMWF and GEV-MVDR did not use

prior knowledge of the number of sources, they achieved

comparable SegDDRs with IMCE that uses the knowl-

edge of the number of sources. This suggests that

Mod-PMWF and GEV-MVDR effectively enhanced the

mixture based on their unique mechanisms described in

Sections IV-A1 and V-A1.

2) For improving SegDIR, the sparseness assumption used

for ISCE was effective, to some extent, in comparison

with IMCE, but insufficient in comparison with Mod-

PMWF and GEV-MVDR. Also, the assumption intro-

duced more speech distortion than the other BFs.

3) The inferior SegDIR obtained by IMCE is probably

caused by remixing of two separated signals. The remix-

ing sums up the interference that remained in each sep-

arated signal. In contrast, Mod-PMWF could effectively

reduced the interference while enhancing the mixture.

This is probably because Mod-PMWF adaptively con-

trols the BF weights to enhance only active sources at

each TF point.

In contrast, it is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of UR-

MWF in comparison with the other BFs based only on the

above results.

To compare the proposed BF with the other BFs, including

UR-MWF, more reliably, we conducted a subjective listening

test.

D. Evaluation Results with MUSHRA Listening Test

We conducted a MUSHRA listening test [16] to evaluate the

perceived speech quality. We picked up two speech mixtures

composed of two male or two female speakers and tested them

under each RMNR condition. Each sample had seven signals

to rate, including the desired mixture as the (hidden) reference

and the noisy reverberant observation as the anchor. Ten

experienced listeners participated in the test. We asked them to

concentrate on the overall quality of the audio including both

the noise level and the degradation of speech.

Figure 2 shows the result. The two sub-figures show the

results under input RMNRs of 20 dB and 10 dB and both

sub-figures exhibit almost the same tendency. First, the par-

ticipants rated the high-quality reference as 100 points and

test conditions between 40-80 points, confirming our choice

of MUSHRA to be appropriate according to the ITU-R rec-

ommendation BS.1534. In addition, improvements obtained by

all the BFs were statistically significant from the anchor, i.e.,

the noisy observation rated with the lowest scores. Thus our

anchor can indicate how the methods compare to known audio

quality levels.

Next, when comparing results between BFs, the proposed

Mod-PMWF significantly outperformed all the other BFs,

including GEV-MVDR and UR-MWF. The result was better

correlated with SegDIR than with SegDDR. One reason might

be that the speech distortion is, to some extent, masked by the

active speech and noise residual and thus not as annoying to

the listeners as the noise residual.

E. Evaluation with no prior knowledge of interference SCM

Finally, we evaluated Mod-PMWF without using prior

knowledge of the interference SCM. In this experiment, we

recursively updated the interference SCM Φv,t,f at each TF
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Fig. 2: MUSHRA test results. Error bars indicate 95% confi-

dence based on t-distribution test. Mod-MPDR, Gev-MVDR,

and UR-MWF used interference SCMs separately estimated in

advance.

point as

Φv,t,f = α′Φv,t−1,f + (1− α′)xt,fx
H
t,f , (28)

α′ = α+ (1 − α)qt,f , (29)

where α = 0.9998 is a forgetting factor and qt,f is a

speech presence probability estimated recursively by maximum

likelihood estimation [27].

Figures 3 (a) and (b) show SegDIR improvements,

SegDDRs, and MUSHRA test results. In this experiment, we

selected two methods, Mod-PMWF based on online interfer-

ence SCM estimation and ISCE based on BSS, mainly to

elaborate reliability of the MUSHRA test. For the MUSHRA

test, we also added a mixture sample composed of male and

female speakers. Totally we had 3 samples for each RMNR

condition. Eight experienced listeners participated in this test.

Mod-PMWF was significantly better than ISCE in terms

of all the metrics. The overall tendency of the results in the

figures was almost identical to that in Figs. 1 and 2 except that

SegDDRs obtained by Mod-PMWF were slightly lower than

Fig. 1. These results show that Mod-PMWF effectively per-

formed mixture enhancement even when no prior knowledge

on the interference SCMs was available.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a Mod-PMWF for low-latency online

speech mixture enhancement in noisy reverberant environ-

ments. We showed mathematically that Mod-PMWF is equiv-

alent to a weighted sum of MVDR BFs, where each MVDR

BF can preserve each source included in the captured signal

and the time-varying weights quickly adapt at each time frame

to put larger weights on sources with larger powers. We can

estimate the Mod-PMWF by low-latency online processing

without relying on prior knowledge of the number of sources

or the ATFs from the sources to microphones. We discussed

that approximating the SCM of the desired mixture by the

SCM of the captured signal for Mod-PMWF is advantageous

to make it accurately preserve the speech mixture although it

slightly reduces the interference reduction effect. We verified

the effectiveness of the Mod-PMWF for mixture enhancement

in terms of interference reduction ratios and subjective speech
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(a) SegDIR improvements and SegDDRs averaged over 100

samples. Error bars indicate standard deviation.
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(b) MUSHRA test results. Error bars indicate 95%

confidence based on t-distribution test.

Fig. 3: Evaluation with no prior knowledge of interference

SCM. The interference SCM was estimated by online pro-

cessing for Mod-PMWF.

quality tests. The Mod-PMWF outperformed several conven-

tional BFs, including GEV-MVDR BF that performs mixture

enhancement in a MaxSNR sense, a BSS technique ISCE

utilizing the speech sparseness, another BSS technique IMCE

with prior knowledge of the number of sources, and UR-MWF

that gives the MMSE estimates of the desired mixtures.
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